Recent studies have suggested the applicability of learning to automated compositional verification. However, current learning algorithms fall short when it comes to learning liveness properties. We extend the automaton synthesis paradigm for the infinitary languages by presenting an algorithm to learn an arbitrary regular set of infinite sequences (an ω-regular language) over an alphabet Σ. Our main result is an algorithm to learn a nondeterministic Büchi automaton that recognizes an unknown ω-regular language. This is done by learning a unique projection of it on Σ * using the framework suggested by Angluin for learning regular subsets of Σ * .
Introduction
Compositional verification is an essential technique for addressing the state explosion problem in Model Checking [1, 7, 8, 10] . Most compositional techniques advocate proving properties of a system by checking properties of its components in an assume-guarantee style. The essential idea is to model check each component independently by making an assumption about its environment, and then discharge the assumption on the collection of the rest of the components. In the paradigm of automated compositional reasoning through learning [8] , system behaviors and their requirements are formalized as regular languages. Assumptions in premises of compositional proof rules are often regular languages; their corresponding finite-state automata can therefore be generated by learning techniques for regular languages.
In automated compositional reasoning, a compositional proof rule is chosen a priori. The rule indicates how a system can be decomposed. Below is an example of a simple rule:
for two components M 1 and M 2 , and assumption A, and a property P . Intuitively, this rule says that if M 2 guarantees A, and M 1 guarantees P in an environment that respects A, then the system composed of M 1 and M 2 guarantees P . The goal is to automatically generate the assumption A by learning. One naturally wishes to verify all sorts of properties using this framework. However, all existing algorithms fall short when it comes to learning assumptions which involve liveness properties. In this paper, we present an algorithm that fills this gap and extends the learning paradigm to the full class of ω-regular languages. Soundness and completeness of the above proof rule with respect to liveness properties remains intact since ω-regular languages share the required closure properties of regular languages. Automation can be achieved following the framework of [8] . The active learning model used in automated compositional reasoning involves a teacher who is aware of an unknown language, and a learner whose goal is to learn that language. The learner can put two types of queries to the teacher. A membership query asks if a string belongs to the unknown language. An equivalence query checks whether a conjecture automaton recognizes the unknown language. The teacher provides a counterexample if the conjecture is incorrect [2] . More specifically, in the process of learning an assumption, an initial assumption is generated by the learner through a series of membership queries. An equivalence query is then made to check if the assumption satisfies premises of the compositional proof rule. If it does, the verification process terminates with success. Otherwise, the learner refines the assumption by the returned counterexample and more membership queries. Since the weakest assumption either establishes or falsifies system requirements, the verification process eventually terminates when the weakest assumption is attained. A novel idea in [8] uses model checkers to resolve both membership and equivalence queries automatically. By using Angluin's L* [2] algorithm, the verification process can be performed without human intervention.
The product of the learning algorithm L* is a deterministic finite-state automaton recognizing the unknown regular language [2] . By the Myhill-Nerode Theorem, the minimal deterministic finite-state automaton can be generated from the equivalence classes defined by the coarsest right congruence relation of any regular language [12] . The L * algorithm computes the equivalence classes by membership queries, and refines them with counterexamples returned by equivalence queries. It can, in fact, infer the minimal deterministic finite-state automaton for any unknown regular language with a polynomial number of queries in the size of the target automaton. The upper bound was later improved in [17] .
Unfortunately, the L* algorithm cannot be directly generalized to learn ω-regular languages. Firstly, deterministic Büchi automata are less expressive than general Büchi automata. Inferred deterministic finite-state automata require more than the Büchi acceptance condition to recognize arbitrary ω-regular languages. Secondly, equivalence classes defined by the coarsest right congruence relation over an ω-regular language do not necessarily correspond to the states of its automaton. The ω-regular language (a + b) * a ω has only one equivalence class. Yet, there is no one-state ω-automaton with Büchi, Rabin, Streett, or even Muller acceptance conditions that can recognize this language.
Maler and Pnueli [13] made an attempt to generalize L* for the ω-regular languages. Their algorithm, L ω , learns a proper subclass of ω-regular languages which is not expressive enough to cover liveness properties. This restricted class has the useful property of being uniquely identifiable by the syntactic right congruence. Thus, L ω has the advantage of generating the minimal deterministic Muller automaton (isomorphic to the syntactic right congruence) recognizing a language in the restricted class. The syntactic right congruence, however, cannot be used to identify an arbitrary ω-regular language. Attempts to use more expressive congruences [3, 20] have been unsuccessful.
Our main ideas are inspired by the work of Calbrix, Nivat, and Podelski [5] . Consider ultimately periodic ω-strings of the form uv ω . Büchi [4] observed that the set of ultimately periodic ω-strings characterizes ω-regular languages; two ω-regular languages are in fact identical if and only if they have the same set of ultimately periodic ω-strings. Calbrix et al. [5] show that the finitary language {u$v | uv ω ∈ L} (where $ is a fresh symbol) is regular for any ω-regular language L. These properties help uniquely identify a Büchi automaton for the regular language corresponding to ultimately periodic ω-strings of an arbitrary ω-regular language. We develop a learning algorithm for the regular language {u$v | uv ω ∈ L} through membership and equivalence queries on the unknown ω-regular language L. A Büchi automaton accepting L can hence be constructed from the finite-state automaton generated by our learning algorithm.
Preliminaries
Let Σ be a finite set called the alphabet. A finite word over Σ is a finite sequence of elements of Σ. An empty word is represented by . For two words u = u 1 . . . u n and v = v 1 
For a word u, u n is recursively defined as uu n−1 with u 0 = . Define u + = ∞ i=1 {u i }, and u * = { } ∪ u + . An infinite word over Σ is an infinite sequence of elements of Σ. For a finite word u, define the infinite word u ω = uu . . . u . . . . Operators +, * , and ω are naturally extended to sets of finite words.
A word u is a prefix (resp. suffix) of another word v if and only if there exists a word w ∈ Σ * such that v = uw (resp. v = wu). A set of words S is called prefix-closed (resp. suffix-closed) if and only if for all v ∈ S, if u is a prefix (resp. suffix) of v then u ∈ S.
The set of all finite words on Σ is denoted by Σ * . Σ + is the set of all nonempty words on Σ; therefore, Σ + = Σ * \{ }. Let u be a finite word. |u| is the length of word u with | | = 0. The set of all infinite words on Σ is denoted by Σ ω . A language is a subset of Σ * , and an ω-language is a subset of Σ ω .
A finite automaton A is a tuple (Σ, Q, I, F, δ) where Σ is an alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, I ⊆ Q is a set of initial states, F ⊆ Q is a set of final states, and δ ⊆ Q×Σ×Q is the transition relation. A finite word u = u 1 . . . u n is accepted by A if and only if there exists a sequence q i 0 u 1 q i 1 u 2 . . . u n q in such that q i 0 ∈ I, q in ∈ F , and for all j, we have q i j ∈ Q and (
A language L ⊆ Σ * is regular if and only if there exists an automaton A such that L = L(A).
A Büchi automaton has the same structure as a finite automaton, except that it is intended for recognizing infinite words. An infinite word u = u 1 . . . u n . . . is accepted by a Büchi automaton A if and only if there exists a sequence q i 0 u 1 q i 1 u 2 . . . u n q in . . . such that q i 0 ∈ I, q i j ∈ Q and (q i j−1 , u j , q i j ) ∈ δ (for all j), and there exists a state q ∈ F such that q = q i j for infinitely many j's. Again, define L(A) = {u | u is accepted by A}. An ω-language L ⊆ Σ ω is ω-regular if and only if there exists a Büchi 
Words of the form uv ω are called the ultimately periodic. Let α be an ultimately periodic word. A word v ∈ Σ + is a period of α if there exists a word u ∈ Σ * such that α = uv ω .
The above theorem implies that the set of ultimately periodic words of an ω-regular language L uniquely characterizes L.
Intuitively, the symbol $ marks the beginning of the period and separates it from the prefix of the ω-word
Moreover, one can show that the syntactic congruence of the regular language L $ and Arnold's congruence [3] for L coincide on the set Σ + [6] .
Ultimately Periodic Words
Define an equivalence relation on the words in Σ * $Σ + : Definition 3.1. The equivalence relation on Σ * $Σ + is defined by:
Based on the ω-word ab ω , we have a$b ab$b ab$bb · · · ab k $b k , for all k, k . Therefore, the equivalence class [a$b] is equal to the set of words ab * $b + . Definition 3.2. An equivalence relation ≡ saturates a language L if and only if for two words u and v, where
Let L be an ω-regular language, and L $ its corresponding regular language as defined above.
This implies the following Proposition:
Let R ⊆ Σ * $Σ + be a regular language. Proposition 3.3 suggests that saturating is a necessary condition for R to be L $ for some ω-regular language L. The interesting point is that one can show that it is sufficient as well. This can be done by constructing a Büchi automaton B that recognizes L directly from the automaton A recognizing R [5] . Since this construction is used in our algorithm, we describe it here. We first need the following lemma:
Let R ⊆ Σ * $Σ + be a regular language. Let A = (Σ ∪ {$}, Q, I, F, δ) be a deterministic automaton recognizing R. Define Q $ to be the set of states that can be reached by starting in an initial state and reading the part of a word u$v ∈ M that precedes the $. Formally,
For each q, M q and N q are regular languages; one can easily construct an automaton accepting each by modifying A. Moreover, the definitions of M q and N q along side the fact R ⊆ Σ * $Σ + , implies that
Next, we partition N q based on the final states of the automaton. For each final state q f ∈ F and q ∈ Q $ , let the regular language N q,q f be
Finally, for the regular language R ⊆ Σ * $Σ + , we define the ω-regular language ω(R) as
We call this language ω(R) to indicate the fact that it is the corresponding ω-regular language of R. Next we show that ω(R) is the ω-regular language whose regular imgage is indeed R. The following theorem states this result: Theorem 3. 5 . Let R ⊆ Σ * $Σ + be a regular language that is saturated by . Then, there exists an ω-regular language L such that R = L $ .
Proof. See the Appendix for the proof.
In fact, L = ω(R) in the above theorem. One can directly build a Büchi automaton recognizing L from A. The set Q $ can be effectively computed. For each state q ∈ Q $ , the language M q is recognized by the automaton (Σ, Q, I, {q}, δ). For each final state q f , the language N q,q f is the intersection of the languages
For each pair (q, q f ), once we have DFAs recognizing M q and N q,q f , we can easily construct 1 a Büchi automaton recognizing M q N ω q,q f . The Büchi automaton recognizing L is the union of these automata. Each M q N ω q,q f is recognized by an automaton of size at most |A| + |A| 3 , which means that L is recognized by an automata of size at most |A| 3 + |A| 5 .
A question that naturally arises is what can one say about the result of the above construction if R is not saturated by ? As we will see in Section 4, we need to construct Büchi automata from DFAs guessed in the 1 One can connect the final states of A(Mq) to the initial states of A ω (Nq,q F ) by transitions, and let the final states of Nq,q f be the final states of the resulting Büchi automaton. A ω (Nq,q F ) can be obtained from A(Nq,q F ) by normalizing it and connecting the final state to the initial state by an epsilon transition [16] .
process of learning which may not be necessarily saturated by . For a regular language R ⊆ Σ * $Σ + which is not saturated by and
, it is not necessarily the case that R = L $ (compare with the statement of Theorem 3.5). For example, R = {a$b} is not saturated by since it contains an element of the class [a$b] (namely, a$b), but does not contain the whole class (which is the set ab * $b + ). But, L has a number of essential properties: Proposition 3. 6 . Let R = U $ for some arbitrary ω-regular language U . Then, we have ω(R) = U (defined by (4)). Proof . Direct consequence of Theorem 3.5. 
Proof. If uv ω ∈ ω(R), there exist a string u in some M q and a string v in some
Learning ω-Regular Languages
In this section, we present an algorithm that learns an unknown ω-regular language and generates a nondeterministic Büchi automaton which recognizes L as the result. There are well-known and well-studied algorithms for learning a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) [2, 17] . We propose an approach which uses the L* algorithm [2] as the basis for learning an unknown ω-regular language L.
The idea behind L* is learning by experimentation. The learner has the ability to make membership queries. An oracle (a teacher who knows the target language), on any input word v, returns a yes-or-no answer depending on whether v belongs to the target language. The learning algorithm thus chooses particular inputs to classify, and consequently makes progress. The learner also has the ability to make equivalence queries. A conjecture language is guessed by the learner, which will then be verified by the teacher through an equivalence check against the target language. The teacher returns yes when the conjecture is correct, or no accompanied by a counterexample to the equivalence of the conjecture and the target language. This counterexample can be a positive counterexample (a word that belongs to the target language but does not belong to the conjecture language) or a negative counterexample (a word that does not belong to the the target language but belongs to the conjecture language). We refer the reader unfamiliar with L* to [2] for more information on the algorithm.
The goal of our learning algorithm is to come up with a nondeterministic Büchi automaton that recognizes an unknown ω-regular language L. We assume that there is a teacher who can correctly answer the membership and equivalence queries on L as discussed above. The idea is to learn the language L $ instead of learning L directly. One can reuse the core of the L* algorithm here, but many changes have to be made. The reason is that the membership and equivalence queries allowed in the setting of our algorithm are for the ω-regular language L and not for the regular language L $ . One has to translate the queries and their responses back and forth from the L $ level to the L level.
Membership Queries: The L* algorithm frequently needs to ask questions of the form: "does the string w belong to the target language L $ ?". We need to translate this query into one that can be posed to our teacher. The following simple steps perform this task:
1. Does w belong to Σ * $Σ + ? If no, then the answer is "NO". If yes, then go to the next step.
2. Let w = u$v. Does uv ω belong to L? if no, then the answer is "NO". If yes, then the answer is "YES".
We know that L $ ⊆ Σ * $Σ + which helps us filter out some strings without asking the teacher. If we have w ∈ Σ * $Σ + , then w is of the form u$v which corresponds to the ultimately periodic word uv ω . The teacher can respond to the membership query by checking whether uv ω belongs to L. The answer to this query indicates whether u$v should belong to our current conjecture. Note that by the definition of
Equivalence Queries: L* generates conjecture DFAs that need to be verified, and therefore a question of the form "Is the conjecture language M i equivalent to the target language L $ ?" needs to be asked. We need to translate this query into an equivalent one that can be posed to the teacher: There is a detailed description of this construction in [5] (note that although this construction has an exponential blow up in general, in this special case it is linear). We use a different construction in our implementation which is presented in the Appendix.
• The word uv ω is a negative counterexample: the word uv ω should not be in ω(M i ), but it is. Since uv ω ∈ L, by Proposition 3. Here is why the above procedure works: A conjecture M may not be saturated by . Consider the case presented in Figure 1 (a). There are four equivalence classes: (4)) is the ω-regular language corresponding to M . Proposition 3.8 implies that u 1 v ω 1 ∈ L . Proposition 3.7 implies that u 4 v ω 4 ∈ L . However, one cannot state anything about u 2 v ω 2 and u 3 v ω 3 with certainty; they may or may not be in L . Let us assume (for the sake of the argument) that u 2 v ω 2 ∈ L and u 3 v ω 3 ∈ L . This means that L $ (which is not equivalent to M ) is actually the shaded area in Figure 1(b) . Now, if L is not the correct conjecture (L = L), one will end up with an ω-word uv ω as a counterexample. As mentioned above, we have one of the following two cases:
(1) The word uv ω is a negative counterexample (uv ω ∈ ω(M ) and uv ω ∈ L). There are two possibilities for the class [u$v] : Below, we give a more technical description of our algorithm followed by an example for greater clarity.
Definition 4.1. An observation table is a tuple S, E, T where S is a set of prefix-closed words in Σ * such that each word in S represents a syntactic right congruence class of L $ , E is a set of suffix-closed strings in Σ * such that each word in E is a distinguishing word, and T : (S ∪ SΣ) × E −→ {−, +} is defined as
An observation table is closed if for every word s ∈ SΣ, there exists a word s ∈ S such that T (s, •) = T (s , •) (where T (s, •) indicates the row of the table which starts with s).
The goal of L* here is to learn L $ for an unknown ω-language L on alphabet Σ ∪ {$}. Our initial setting is the same as L*; the distinguishing experiment set E = {λ} and the congruence class set S = {λ}. We fill the table by asking membership queries for each pair of strings (α, σ) ∈ (S ∪SΣ)×E; a "NO" response sets T (α, σ) = −, and a "YES" response sets T (α, σ) = +. Note that the membership queries are translated as discussed above to a format appropriate for the teacher. When the observation table is closed, a conjecture DFA A = (S, Σ, q 0 , F, δ), where Q = {u|u ∈ S}, q 0 = λ, δ = {(u, a, u )|u ∈ S ∧ T (u , •) = T (ua, •)}, and F = {u|T (u, λ) = +} is constructed from the table.
We then check if M 0 = L(A) is a subset of Σ * $Σ + . If not, there is a counterexample in L(A $ )∩Σ * $Σ + from the language containment check, all of whose suffixes are added to the set of distinguishing words E. If M 0 ⊆ Σ * $Σ + , we construct a Büchi automaton B based on A (see Section 3), and perform the equivalence check. The counterexamples are interpreted (as discussed above) and the appropriate counterexamples are added to set E. We then proceed to another iteration of this algorithm, until the target language is found. We demonstrate our algorithm by showing the steps performed on a simple example. Assume that the target language is ab((a + b) * a) ω . This ω-expression corresponds to the liveness property: "a happens infinitely often in a computation with the prefix ab" which cannot be learned using any of the existing algorithms. Table 1(a) shows the closed observation from the first iteration of our algorithm. Figure 2 (a) demonstrates the DFA that corresponds to this observation table, and Figure 2 (b) demonstrates the Büchi automaton constructed form this DFA. The first conjecture is not correct; the word ab(a) ω belongs to the target language, but is not accepted by the automaton in Figure 2(b) . Therefore, the algorithm goes into a second iteration. The counterexample is translated into one appropriate for the L* (ab$a), and all its suffixes are added to the top row of the table. Table 1(b) is the closed table which we acquire after adding the counterexample. Figure 3(a) shows the DFA corresponding to this table, and Figure 3(b) shows the Büchi automaton constructed based on this DFA. This Büchi automaton passes the equivalence check and the algorithm is finished learning the target language.
Complexity: Note that for the target ω-regular language L, our learning algorithm terminates by learning L $ (and hence L). We can show that our learning algorithm is polynomial (in terms of number of queries performed) on the size of L $ (and the size of the counter examples). However, one can show that L $ , in the worst case, can be exponentially bigger that the minimal Büchi automaton accepting L.
Optimizations
In this section, we briefly discuss some practical optimizations that we have added to our implementation of the algorithm presented in Section 4 to gain a more efficient learning tool.
Equivalence query as the last resort: The equivalence query for an ω-regular language is expensive, even more than equivalence checking for regular languages. The main reason is that it requires complementing the Büchi automaton, which has a proven lower bound of 2 O(n log n) [15] . Therefore, having fewer equivalence queries speeds up the process of learning. For each conjecture DFA A that is built during an iteration of the algorithm (more specifically, the incorrect conjectures), L(A) may not be saturated by . If one could check for saturation and make saturate L(A) by adding/removing words, one could avoid going through with an (expensive) equivalence check that will most probably have a "NO" response. Unfortunately, there is no known way of effectively checking for saturation. But all is not lost. One can construct another DFA A where L(A ) = (Σ * $Σ + ) ∩ L(A). Since A is deterministic, A can easily be constructed. Minimization and Simplification: Our algorithm constructs and handles many DFAs during the construction of the Büchi automaton from the conjecture DFA (from M q 's and N q,q f 's). Hence, the algorithm can benefit from minimizing all those DFAs in order to reduce the overhead of working with them later on. DFA minimization can be done very efficiently; the complexity is n log n [11], where n is the size of the source DFA.
When the conjecture Büchi automaton is built, another useful technique is to simplify the Büchi automaton by detecting a simulation relation between states [18] . Intuitively, a state p simulates another state q in the Büchi automaton if all accepting traces starting from q are also accepting traces starting from p. 
Preliminary Experimental Results
We have implemented our algorithm using JAVA. DFA operations are delegated to the dk.brics.automaton package, and the Büchi automaton equivalence checking function is provided by the GOAL tool [19] . We check the performance of our tool by learning randomly generated ω-regular languages. More specifically, we combine the following 5 steps to get a target Büchi automaton:
1. Randomly generate LTL formulas with a length of 6 and with 1 or 2 propositions (which produces respectively Büchi automata with |Σ| = 2 and 4). 2 . If the formula appeared before, discard it and go back to step 1. 3 . Use the LTL2BA [9] algorithm to make them Büchi automata. 4 . Apply the simplification [18] to make the Büchi automata as small as possible. 5 . If the size of the automaton is smaller than 5, discard it and go to step 1.
Note that the combination of these steps does not guarantee the minimality of the resulting Büchi automaton. Table 3 presents the performance of our algorithm on these randomly generated ω-regular languages. The sizes of the learned automata are compared with the sizes of the target automata. The result shows that the size the learned automaton is comparable with the size of the target automaton. Table 3 On a different note, we present the performance of our algorithm on learning properties that are often used in verification. Table 4 presents the result of these experiments. The target languages are described by temporal formulas selected from Manna and Pnueli [14] and classified according to the hierarchy of temporal properties which they proposed in the same paper. We translate those temporal formulas to Büchi automata by the LTL2BA algorithm. The first column of the table lists the six classes of the hierarchy. We select two temporal formulas for each class 2 . One of them is a formula in "canonical form" 3 and the other is a formula in "responsive form" 4 . Maler and Pnueli's algorithm [13] can only handle the bottom three levels of that hierarchy. Their algorithm cannot handle some important properties such as progress G(p → Fq) and strong fairness GFp → GFq, which can be handled by our algorithm.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have extended the learning paradigm of the infinitary languages by presenting an algorithm to learn an arbitrary ω-regular language L over an alphabet Σ. Our main result is an algorithm to learn a nondeterministic Büchi automaton that recognizes an unknown ω-regular language by learning a unique projection of it (L $ ) on Σ * using the L*[2] algorithm. We also presented preliminary experimental results that suggest that algorithms performs well on small examples.
In the future, we would like to extend our experiments by learning bigger Büchi automata. We would also like to use this learning algorithm as a core of a compositional verification tool to equip the tool with the capability to check liveness properties that have been missing from such tools so far. One way of improving our algorithm is to find an effective way of checking for saturation, which appears to be difficult and remains unsolved. uv ω and u v ω are syntactically equivalent, which is written as uv ω ≡ u v ω , if and only if u = u and v = v . uv ω is in canonical form if and only if for all u v ω = uv ω , |u| ≤ |u | and |v| ≤ |v |. P n (v) denotes the prefix of v with length n.
Lemma A. 1 . Given two strings v, v such that v ω = v ω and n = GCD(|v|, |v |), we have P n (v) ω = v ω , where GCD represents the greatest common divider.
By lemma A.2 and since shift-in and reduce operations are only applicable for a finite number of times (the lengths of the prefix and suffix are strictly decreasing and bounded from below), continuously applying shift-in and reduce operations on uv ω until neither operation is applicable leads to the canonical form of uv ω . Reversely, applying shift-out and expand operations on the canonical form of uv ω by the inverted version of the process generates uv ω . Proposition A. 3 . Any ultimately periodic string uv ω can be obtained from it its canonical form by finite applications of shift-out and expand operations. 
